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Welcome to Our Journey. We hope you will find the articles informative and helpful.
Your ideas and submissions are welcome! Please also take time to check out the
Northern Lakes Community Mental Health (NLCMH) website, the flat screen
monitor, information tower, and monthly calendar (in the tower) for more
information on topics in this newsletter and more. Join us in the ongoing creation
of this newsletter to best serve you!
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Sensory Friendly Films
Traverse City Cherry Blossom Theaters are now owned by AMC and
offer Sensory Friendly Films.
AMC partners with the Autism Society to offer unique movie showings.
The lights are turned up and the sound volume is down. People are
allowed to get up, move around, dance, walk, sing… AMC’s Sensory Friendly Film
program is available on the second and fourth Saturday (family-friendly) and
Tuesday evenings (mature audiences) of every month. Please check your local
theatre listings for specific showtimes, and don't forget to share your family fun
with #AMCSensoryFriendly

Health Tip
Quitting smoking has many health benefits, no matter when you do it. People who
quit smoking are more likely to breathe easier, have more energy, and lower their
risk of cancer, heart attack, stroke, and lung disease compared to people who
continue to smoke. Many people struggle to quit, so the National Institute on
Aging provides some tips for how to quit effectively:
• Make a firm decision to quit and pick a date to stop. Then, make a clear
plan for how you will stick to that date.
• Seek help from your doctor, a friend, and/or through individual or group
counseling. (Medicare covers counseling that can help you quit smoking.
Learn more here.)
• Make a plan for how you will deal with urges to smoke.
• Ask your doctor about medicine to help with symptoms of nicotine
withdrawal.
• Remember that snuff, chewing tobacco, cigars, and pipes are not safe
alternatives to cigarettes, but rather come with many health risks
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/161b42b79b0997b0
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I Like Me
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I have learned many lessons
Along the path I am on,
I’d like to share one now,
Promise it won’t take long.
This lessons about some people,
Whose acceptance you think you need,
They’re so powerful in your life,
Their opinions take the lead.
They can dictate your emotions,
With what they have to say,
Pleasing them is your goal,
But they reject you anyway.
Some people that you meet,
You’ll truly want to befriend,
Willing to give up all that is you,
For the slightest chance to fit in.

Then there’s those in life,
Who share the same bloodline,
That no matter the level of good you
do,
You’ll always be a waste of time.
The lessons learned from this?
Their thoughts may never be changed,
And thinking that you need their
approval,
I’ve found, is totally deranged!
And the only acceptance that you need,
On this you can rely,
Is given by these three folk,
Me, myself and I
By: Robert Newsome

Sensory Issues as a Person with Autism
My (Kana Umagami) sensory experience:
Hairstyle – I never liked my hair touching my face and forehead, so I often
wear a hairband that is loose enough not to tighten against my head. I used
to put up my hair in a ponytail with no bangs or anything every day in
school when I was younger, and hated to put it down.
• Tip toe walking – I didn’t realize I was tip toe walking until one of my
friends in elementary school told me that I was doing it. Well… think about
it, walking is a lot of sensory information from the soles of your feet.
• Liking walls – I like walls, and I almost always choose the seat next to the
wall whenever it’s possible. I also lean against the wall when I’m standing if
there is a wall nearby. Simple clothes – I only choose to wear very simple
clothes with no design, and with soft and loose fabrics.
• No make-up – I’m 23 this year, but I don’t wear make-up. I don’t like how it
feels on my face and I basically don’t like anything touching my face. Touch
and smell of horses – This is something I like. I like to feel the warmth from
the touch and to feel the life inside. I especially like their noses and ears.
They’re absolutely gorgeous and lovely! I love their smell. Their eyes are
beautiful, too. So all in all, I like hugging them!
• Food – I eat fish and seafood, but I don’t eat meat because I found meat
makes me sick.
• Earthquake – Living in Japan, we experience earthquakes a lot. I feel a tiny
earthquake that happens far from where I live.
• Haircuts -– I’ve hated haircuts whole my life. I feel pain when I have a
haircut, and it doesn’t depend on the hair stylist’s skill because I’ve tried
many of them. I also don’t like haircuts because hair stylists often talk to
customers and ask questions. I wish my hair would cut itself naturally
whenever it’s needed!
I can go on and on, but these are some examples. When I don’t have a
proper hair day or proper clothes, I’m more likely to have a bad mood, get
depressed and extremely anxious because something is not right in my
feelings. I know I’m complicated, but I believe autistic people like myself can be
very creative and different in a great way that contributes to society!
•

April 13th
Scrabble Day
celebrates the
popular board
game. Scrabble
was created in
1938 by Alfred
Mosher Butts. It
is sold by Hasbro,
Inc. It's been
popular around
the world ever
since. People
young and old
enjoy this game.
It's very easy to
celebrate
Scrabble Day. Just
get out the old
board game, dust
it off, and play a
few rounds with
family or friends.

https://themighty.com/2018/02/sensory-issues-in-autism/

